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Preface
The work presented in this thesis has been carried out at the Research and De-
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then back to work on evaluation.
First and foremost, I want to thank Profs. Sylvain Joffre, David M. Schultz,
and Jarkko Koskinen for showing me how scientific papers are written, Pirkko
Pylkkö for being my mentor in all things satellite and Pertti Nurmi for introducing
me to the world of verification in the beginning and helping me at the very end
(and writing all those unpublished and therefore unquotable papers), my Custos,
Prof. Hannu Savijärvi, for guiding me safely to my final destination, and my pre-
examiners, Drs. Christopher Ferro and Marion Mittermaier, for their encouraging
and thoughtful comments.
And of course without my co-authors — Elena, Janne, Jukka, Kalle, Niilo,
Sauli, and Vesa — I would not have got to this point at all. The times of a lone
scientist in the ivory tower are over.
Many thanks for all the people around the coffee table during coffee breaks,
who directly or indirectly helped when life was bleak (e.g., Upper, 1974). The
table and people around it change but the spirit of the coffee table does not.
And in the age of Internet, kudos must be given to unsung heroes of obscure
newsgroups and mailing lists who have had time to answer questions from per-
plexed newcomers. Their advice was much needed and appreciated, sometimes
years later. Unbeknownst to them, they formed my extended invisible circle of
mentors.
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Weather satellites provide observations of the state and evolution of the Earth’s
surface and its atmosphere. Their use as a qualitative tool for forecasters has
been essential ever since the first satellites devoted to meteorology. Lately, thanks
to advances in data assimilation, they have become indispensable data source
for numerical weather prediction (NWP). Between these two extremes, images
for humans and raw radiances for computers, there is still room for quantitative
products that both humans and computers can utilize. For example, snow analyses
can be beneficial for both duty forecasters and NWP models. These products are
often categorical, that is, they can only have discrete values (e.g.,“snow” and “no
snow”). However, categorical classification of phenomena in meteorology is not
restricted to satellite-based products, but observations and forecasts of a wide
range of phenomena—for example, hail, fog, and tornados—can be categorical.
But how should categorical analyses be evaluated? What kind of measures
or statistics are available? What are the common pitfalls to be avoided? Luckily,
these musings do not need to start from scratch, as the same questions have
been discussed since the 1880’s. This thesis explores some methods that have
been developed for categorical forecasts and analyses. The trustworthiness of the
results obtained is estimated by constructing confidence intervals within which the
true value should be with a certain probability. This is often recommended but is
not always practiced as much as it should be. This thesis uses simple and not so
simple examples to explore confidence intervals. The analysis is complicated by
the fact that we do not always have the full knowledge of how things really are,
and we are sometimes forced simply to measure the agreement between different
products.
The contents of Papers I-V and the author’s contribution are briefly outlined
below.
• Paper I compares two satellite-based snow-cover products from the Land
Surface Analysis Satellite Application Facility (LSA SAF) and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Environmental Satel-
lite, Data, and Information Service (NOAA/NESDIS). The NOAA/NESDIS
product is assumed to be a better representative of the real snow conditions.
The performance of the LSA SAF snow cover is then assessed. The author
was responsible for the statistical analysis and contributed substantially to
the introduction and conclusions.
• Paper II compares the total cloudiness estimated by three different satellite
products with ground-based lidar measurements. The effect of temporal and
spatial correlation on the results is discussed. The bootstrap method is used
to construct the confidence intervals for different measures. The author was
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responsible for the statistical analysis and contributed substantially to the
introduction and conclusions.
• Paper III compares five different snow cover products. None of them is
wholly independent from the others and none of them can be said to be
representation of the real snow conditions. The agreement between analyses
was explored using multidimensional scaling. The author was responsible
for the statistical analysis and contributed substantially to the writing as
the lead author.
• Paper IV discusses whether the vast amounts of data available from social
network sites on Internet can be used as a source of validation for meteoro-
logical applications. The quality of metadata for photos from Flickr, a photo
sharing site, was assessed. A case study for validation of hail observations
from weather radar was conducted using photos from Flickr. The author
was responsible for the statistical analysis and contributed substantially to
the writing as the lead author.
• Paper V shows the use of cluster analysis for giving a compact represen-
tation of synoptic conditions of fog at airports. The author was responsible
for the statistical analysis and contributed substantially to the writing as
the lead author.
In this introduction part of the thesis, the satellite instruments used in
Papers I, II, and III are introduced first, followed by a brief outline of the nature
of the remote-sensed data and methods typically applied for constructing prod-
ucts from the data. Methods of evaluating categorical products are then reviewed
and, finally, methods for visualization the differences between these products are
examined.
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2 Construction of satellite-based products
for meteorology
Noordung (1929) was perhaps the first to suggest that a space station positioned
in a geostationary orbit would be useful for meteorology. This started to become
reality fifty years ago, when the first (polar) satellite dedicated to meteorology was
launched (Fritz and Wexler, 1960; K̊allberg et al., 2010). Kidder and Vonder Haar
(1995) present a history of satellites from meteorological perspective.
Observations from satellites have obvious benefits in terms of spatial and
temporal coverage of synoptic and mesoscale phenomena for meteorological ap-
plications. However, satellite observations are radically different from traditional
meteorological in-situ observations of air temperature, pressure, and humidity. All
remote-sensing instruments measure electromagnetic radiation. The instruments
are either passive, measuring radiation emitted or reflected by some other body,
or the instruments are active, sending a pulse of radiation that other bodies reflect
or scatter back to the sensor. Passive instruments can be divided into imagers
and sounders. Imagers have better spatial resolution and fewer channels (narrow
segments of spectrum measured), usually in the visible, near-infrared and window
regions (where the atmosphere is transparent) of infrared. On the other hand,
sounders are more concerned in the vertical structure of the atmosphere and have
more channels with moderate spatial resolution, especially in the spectral regions
where the atmosphere is semi-transparent.
The first widespread use of satellite data was to provide images from the
imaging instruments. These images give a qualitative view of the present state
of the atmosphere and are still very important for assessing the synoptic situa-
tion and nowcasting (e.g., Bader et al., 1995; ZAMG, 2009). The quantitative
use of satellite data in NWP developed more slowly, but recent advances in the
data assimilation have made them an essential part of the observing system of
NWP models (e.g., Kelly and Thépaut, 2007). NWP models mostly utilize data
from sounders, but products derived from images — such as atmospheric motion
vectors (“winds”) and surface temperatures — are also used, along with prod-
ucts from scatterometers and Global Positioning System (GPS) radio occultation
measurements.
This chapter introduced the satellites used for this thesis, and their instru-
ments, and describes how products are constructed from the data. This thesis
is oriented towards imagers measuring in the visible and infra-red regions of the
spectrum. Therefore, active and passive instruments in the microwave region
are not discussed. Nor do we discuss satellites and instruments that are mainly











Figure 2.1. The 24-hour coverage of a hypothetical satellite on a sun-synchronous orbit
relative to the Earth’s surface and the right ascension-declination coordinate
system, where z is aligned with the Earth’s spin and x points to the Sun at
vernal equinox. The colors alternate every hour.
2.1 Satellites and their instruments
Satellites can roughly be divided into operational and experimental or research
satellites. In theory, operational satellites form a steady source of data that can
span decades, while research satellites can come and go without further notice.
However, in practice, data from research satellites are used increasingly by the
operational services if possible. For example, data from the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument onboard the Earth Observing
System (EOS) research satellites are often used in operational setting (e.g., Bor-
mann and Thépaut, 2004). Another useful way of classifying satellites is by their
orbits. A thorough introduction to orbits can be found, for example, in Kidder
and Vonder Haar (1995). In this thesis, satellites using sun-synchronous near-
polar and geostationary orbits are used.
Sun-synchronous orbits have a high inclination angle (the angle between the
equatorial plane and the orbital plane) — for example, about 98 degrees for NOAA
satellites — so they reach high latitudes and are therefore called near-polar orbits,
often shortened, somewhat imprecisely, to polar orbits (Figure 2.1). The satellite
series from NOAA has been the main operational meteorological polar satellite se-
ries since the 1980’s and its Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
instrument, with 6 channels and 1.1 kilometer resolution, has been the most-used











Figure 2.2. As in Figure 2.1 but for a hypothetical satellite on a geostationary orbit.
EUMETSAT Polar System (EPS) Meteorological Operational (Metop) satellite
from EUMETSAT also has an AVHRR onboard. Products utilizing AVHRR data
were used in Paper II.
Noteworthy polar-orbiting research satellites are three EOS satellites from
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), of which two, Aqua
and Terra, have the MODIS instrument onboard. The MODIS instrument is more
advanced than the AVHRR, as it has more channels (36 compared to 6), some
of which have better spatial resolution. Products based on MODIS data were
used quantitatively in Paper III, and MODIS images were used qualitatively in
Paper I.
In the geostationary orbit, the satellite orbits the Earth as fast as the Earth
rotates, or in other words, they have the same angular velocity, and for the ob-
server on the ground it seems that the satellite is not moving (Figure 2.2). This
orbit makes it possible to obtain observations with high temporal resolution, but
observations of high latitudes are problematic because the viewing angle from the
satellite is very low. A low viewing angle is cumbersome, as the surface area in-
cluded into one pixel grows as the viewing angle decreases and, compared against
the straight view to the nadir, the view is through more atmosphere, which com-
plicates quantitative calculations.
For Europe, geostationary satellites from EUMETSAT are the most relevant
geostationary satellites for nowcasting and local NWP (for global NWP models,
data from all geostationary satellites are useful). The Spinning Enhanced Visible
and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) instrument onboard Meteosat Second Generation











Figure 2.3. As in Figure 2.1 but for a hypothetical satellite on a Molniya orbit.
channel that has a spatial resolution comparable to that of the AVHRR. Products
based on SEVIRI data were used in Papers I, II and III.
Of course, the satellite systems continue evolving. For European users, the
most important changes will take place in the late 2010’s when EPS satellites will
be replaced by EPS Second Generation satellites and MSG by Meteosat Third
Generation (MTG), while NOAA series are being replaced by the Joint Polar
Satellite System (JPSS) [originally the National Polar-orbiting Operational En-
vironmental Satellite System (NPOESS)]. New polar orbiters from the European
Space Agency (ESA) and China Meteorological Administration (CMA) will be
also useful. Satellites using new orbits are also planned. Especially for polar re-
gions, Molniya orbits, named after the series of telecommunication satellites from
the former Soviet Union, would be most useful (Figure 2.3). The orbit has a
large eccentricity so satellites remain near the apogee (the furthest point from the
Earth) quite awhile. Such an orbit is therefore often called quasi-geostationary.
Satellites on this orbit could make observations of high latitudes with temporal
resolution almost as good as that of geostationary satellites, but with a much
better viewing angle (Trishchenko and Garand, 2011). Such meteorological and
environmental satellites are very much anticipated.
2.2 Spectral characteristics of satellite data
Roughly, there are two sources of radiation measured by passive instruments: the
Sun and the Earth. The short-wave (visible and near-infrared) radiation of the Sun
16





























Figure 2.4. A rough sketch of the distributions of reflectances of common ground types
and a cloud made of liquid water droplets (“water cloud”) with the channels of
meteorological satellite instruments mentioned in this thesis. The reflectances
of ground types are based on Baldridge et al. (2009) and the reflectance of a
water cloud is based on an arbitrary image taken on 12 June 2010 02:08 UTC
near Barbourville, Kentucky, United States using the hyperspectral Hyperion
instrument onboard the Earth Observing-1 (EO-1) satellite.
is reflected from the surface and clouds of the Earth, while the Earth itself emits
long-wave (infrared) radiation. The atmosphere is, roughly again, transparent in
the short wave and opaque in the long wave, letting the Sun in but not letting
the warmth out. However, there are transparent regions in the infrared spectrum
(“window regions”) that are much utilized by satellite instruments.
The channels of imagers are selected for their physical properties, and thus en-
able different quantitative products to be constructed from the images. Paper II
takes a closer look at the cloud mask, a basic satellite product for discriminat-
ing cloud-filled pixels from others, while Paper I and Paper III examine snow
analyses from pixels classified as snow-filled for the use of NWP or as a utility for
duty forecasters.
The reflectances of common ground types (snow, vegetation, bare soil) and
cloud made of liquid water droplets in the visible and near infrared part of the
spectrum are sketched in Figure 2.4, along with the channels of satellite instru-
ments used in this thesis. These ground types have distinct spectral signatures
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and can be discriminated using combination of different channels. Note that the
channels of different instruments are rather similar because of common interests
and physical constraints (for example, the atmosphere is opaque in some parts of
the shortwave spectrum).
In this example, we used visible and near-infrared channels, mainly because
their characteristics are somewhat simpler than the cloud physics of the infrared
channels. For example, twilight is the most problematic period for automatic
processing of satellite images, as indicated in the results of Paper II. For discrim-
inating between clouds and surface, the 3.6µm channel is useful both during day
and night, but is of limited use in twilight. Lately, the 8.7µm channel of SEVIRI
has proved to be a viable alternative for products used 24 hours a day (Derrien
and LeGléau, 2005).
2.3 From satellite data to categorical products
In this thesis, the products derived from satellite data are classifications, not
physical parameters such as cloud top temperature. For example, Paper II deals
with cloud masks, which can get a value of 0 (false, no cloud) or 1 (true, cloud
present). A classical and practical way to proceed is to collect samples of inter-
esting phenomena and construct some kind of decision-making algorithm based
on statistical properties of these samples. A simple example is presented in Fig-
ure 2.5, where histograms of snow, snow-free land, sea and water droplet cloud for
different AVHRR/3 channels (Figure 2.5 a-c) are shown, along with a decision tree
(Figure 2.5 d) generated by the rpart algorithm (Therneau and Atkinson, 1997).
This decision tree works quite well for this limited data set and these classes. But
it might not be adequate for practical purposes; in other words, there is a reason
to doubt whether it generalizes well, especially since the difficult class of “clouds
made of ice particles” is omitted.
In practice, the algorithm development is complicated by many factors. Most
of the time, one pixel contains many different classes, especially at edges of large
clouds and large snowy areas or when small clouds and snow patches are roughly
same size or smaller than one pixel. Different weather conditions and satellite
viewing angles can cause complications, because the characteristics of classes can
change as a function of solar illumination or viewing angle, water vapor and aerosol
content. Moreover, snow can get dirty, vegetation grows and withers away, soil
can dry out or get moist again.
2.4 Decision-making for categorical products
Interestingly, all schemes for cloud masking or snow analysis discussed in Papers I,
II and III use a conceptually simple method for decision-making, thresholding.
18
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Figure 2.5. Histograms of samples of reflectances in AVHRR/3 (a) Channel 1, (b)
Channel 2 and (b) Channel 3A for different land and cloud classes, collected
by the Finnish Meteorological Institute. (The histograms have been normal-
ized and smoothed. Note that because of smoothing, some reflectances have
unphysical values less than zero.) (d) A simple decision tree constructed from
the samples using rpart (Therneau and Atkinson, 1997). In each branch, the
left link is chosen if the result is positive.
In thresholding, a pixel is classified into a certain class if a value constructed from
its physical properties exceeds a certain threshold value or in practice many values
for many tests. This is conceptually very similar to the decision tree constructed
above using the rpart algorithm (Figure 2.5), but in practice most developers have
shunned statistical methods for constructing their algorithms and have preferred
to construct elaborate sequences of grouped threshold tests by hand. Of course,
more mathematically advanced methods do not necessarily mean better overall re-
sults, but at least this kind of decision-making process might be more transparent
and perhaps easier to maintain. More advanced methods were tried in the 1990’s
(e.g., Welch et al., 1992; Tovinkere et al., 1993), but they were not embraced by
the meteorological satellite community. One reason is that those schemes used
channels or channel combinations to construct static decision boundaries, but
most current schemes use dynamic thresholds. Radiative transfer models are used
simulate the satellite signal as it would have been observed in cloud-free but oth-
erwise similar conditions and this is compared to the observed signal (Dybbroe
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et al., 2005a). There has thus been great advances in how the thresholds have been
constructed, but the decision-making has remained conceptually quite simple.
Even though current thresholding schemes give high-quality results, some-
times something more is needed. For example, from the decision-making perspec-
tive, the use of probability gives a very useful indication of confidence in a given
classification. Even if no explicit probabilities are presented, there is always a
hidden probability threshold, pthresh, implicit in categorical products, as it is not
clear what the developer meant when a pixel was classified as cloud. Was he more
concerned about too much clouds (pthresh > .5) or too little clouds (pthresh < .5)?
Therefore, if a pixel is classified as cloud, the user does not really know how much
confidence can be given to the classification. Of course, all schemes give some
indication of the quality of a classification, but these indicators are often quite ad
hoc and it is difficult to know how to use this information further. The uncertainty
of forecasts and the use of probabilities have long been discussed in meteorology
(e.g., Murphy, 1998), lately in the context of ensemble forecasts (Richardson, 2000;
Zhu et al., 2002). A decision-making process that takes into account the needs
of the user has been considered in meteorology in the context of cost-loss model
(Thompson, 1950; Savage, 1951; Thompson and Brier, 1955). However, according
to Lazo (2010), its economic aspects have been given too much emphasis.
The lack of probabilities is one of the reasons why a separate cloud mask
had to be created for Paper I. If the Satellite Application Facility on Support
to Nowcasting and Very Short Range Forecasting (NWCSAF) cloud mask had
given a reliable, or well-calibrated, probability of cloud, then only pixels with
a sufficiently high no-cloud probability (90%, 95%, or even 99%?) could have
been selected, depending on how many incorrect snow pixels are tolerated. Then
only those pixels would have been processed further. It can be hoped that more
operational systems will use probabilistic methods in the coming years.
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3 Verification and validation of categorical
products
Historically, in meteorology the work on evaluation of forecasts started from the
famous tornado forecasts of Finley (1884). Nowadays, his reports of “percentages
of verifications” are often shown pooled into one contingency table (Table 3.1)
that suggests 96.6% of correct forecasts. However, it is easy to see that a simple
constant “No Tornado” forecast would give a success rate of 98.2%, and the pub-
lication of Finley’s article spurred other authors to publish what they considered
better measures. This “Finley affair” is well documented in Murphy (1996). Most
of the measures invented then have stood the test of time. Unfortunately, many
have been rediscovered and renamed many times. For example, in a response to
Finley, Doolittle (1888) published what is now better known as the Heidke Skill
Score (HSS) after Heidke (1926).
In meteorology, the terminology used can be somewhat ambiguous. Verifi-
cation can be defined as the process of assessing the quality of forecasts (Wilks,
2006), but the term validation is used as well. However, there has been no author-
itative definition of differences between verification and validation in meteorology.
In the context of software engineering, Boehm (1979) defined verification as ac-
tivities to establish the truth of the correspondence between a software product
and its specification (“Am I building the product right?”) and validation as ac-
tivities to establish the fitness or worth of a software product for its operational
mission (“Am I building the right product?”). If we replace “a software product”
with “forecasts” and “its specification” with “observations”, this is close to what
most meteorologists would agree, if pressed. On the other hand, the use of “ver-
ification”, instead of “evaluation” or “assessment”, may be a historical accident
[following the example of Finley (1884)], so perhaps the difference of terms should
not be emphasized much1. Outside meteorology, the term “verification” can have
different meanings in different fields and contexts. For example, in epistemol-
ogy, verification is the limiting case of confirmation: a piece of evidence verifies a
hypothesis just in case it conclusively establishes that hypothesis as true (Kelly,
2008). This aim maybe be too ambitious for our purposes.
In this introduction, terms “validation” and “verification” are used inter-
changeably. In Papers I, II, III and IV, the term “validation” rather than
“verification” was used, mainly because these articles did not consider forecasts
but different types of satellite- and radar-based products.
This thesis deals with categorical variables, and even then we only consider
1See the informal discussion on this and the previous sentence in the vx-discuss – Verifica-
tion discussion group mail list in January 2011 (http://mail.rap.ucar.edu/mailman/listinfo/vx-
discuss). Hopefully the next edition of Jolliffe and Stephenson (2003) will have something to
say about this matter, too.
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Table 3.1 Results of Finley (1884) pooled into one contingency table (Murphy, 1996).
Tornados Tornados observed
forecasted Tornado No tornado
Tornado 28 72
No tornado 23 2680
Table 3.2 Contingency table of the comparison between forecasts and observations or
any two analyses or products. The symbols a-d represent the different number
of cases (or, for example, pixels) observed to occur in each category.
Observation x
Forecast x̂ 1 0
1 a (Hit) b (False Alarm)
0 c (Miss) d (Correct Rejection)
binary or dichotomous cases, that is, whether snow (Paper I and Paper III)
or cloud (Paper II) was present or not. Thus, no methods for continuous or
probabilistic forecasts (or products) are presented here. This chapter presents the
verification measures used in this thesis and shows how to calculate confidence
intervals for them. Last, a new source of observations for evaluation is discussed.
3.1 Verification measures for binary data
The difference between the forecast or the analysis, x̂, and the observation, the
ground truth or the baseline, x, can be shown in a contingency table, as in Ta-
ble 3.2. Here we only consider 2 × 2 contingency tables.
Paraphrasing Tolstoy, all products are correct in the same way, but every
incorrect product is incorrect in its own way, and one measure alone cannot rep-
resent all information of the contingency table. Numerous measures have been
proposed with slightly different names. This thesis follows the nomenclature of
Jolliffe and Stephenson (2003).
Perhaps the most intuitive measures are the Proportion Correct
PC =
a + d











PC measures the accuracy, i.e., the fraction of items classified correctly. The
best value for PC is one and the worst zero. B is the ratio of the number of the
forecasts to the number of the observations. The best value for B is one; less than
one means underforecasting and more than one overforecasting.
From the contingency table, the following conditional probabilities are intu-
itively obvious:
Hit rate: the probability of the event was forecasted when it did occur




False alarm rate: the probability of the event was forecasted when it did not
occur




False Alarm Ratio: the probability of the event did not occur when it was
forecasted




For the sake of symmetry, we could also define the probability of the event
did not occur when it was not forecasted, P (x = 0|x̂ = 0) = d
c+d
, but in practice
it is not widely used, especially in the case of forecasts, where the non-existence of
non-forecasted event is perhaps not very interesting. In other situations it has its
uses: For example, when comparing cloud-masks, it is useful to know the number
of correct cloud-free cases (Derrien and LeGléau, 2005; Dybbroe et al., 2005b).
However, Stephenson (2000) shows how this (and FAR) can be expressed as a
function of H, F and B, so its use (and the use of FAR) is somewhat redundant,
but it can still be useful.
Similarly, Jolliffe and Stephenson (2003) show how all measures can be ex-
pressed as a function of H, F and the base rate




For example, PC is then
PC = Hs + (1 − F)(1 − s). (3.7)
This might make us think that if s tends to unity, PC can give us overoptimistic
results. A constant “yes” forecast has a perfect H and bad (high) F , but the effect
of F may be obscured if s is high enough. The same happens if 1−s tends to unity,
as with Finley’s tornado forecasts where the no-tornado cases dominated, and a
constant forecast of no tornado would have given even better results than those
reported by Finley. Here a useful term is equitability (Gandin and Murphy, 1992).
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A measure is not equitable if a forecaster can hedge his forecasts by favoring some
events at the expense of others. PC is clearly not equitable; think “No tornado”




a + b + c
. (3.8)
However, if the probability of an event is p1, then a constant “yes” forecast will
give an expected score of p1, while a constant “no” forecast will give an expected
score of 0. But according to Gandin and Murphy (1992), the first requirement
[and for Hogan et al. (2010), a sufficient requirement] for all equitable verification
measures is that they should award the same expected score for both random and
constant forecasts. So CSI is unfortunately still not equitable.
A way forward is to use skill scores that are equitable. A general skill score





where Sperf is the perfect value for S and E is the reference value; for example, a
climatological value or a persistence, that is, the same value as at the present. For
categorical forecasts, the reference is often chance agreement or the proportion
correct by chance. The much-used HSS is based on PC, so Sperf = 1. The
assumption for E is that forecast and observation probabilities are independent,
so
E = P ({x = 1 and x̂ = 1} or {x = 0 and x̂ = 0}) (3.10)



















Actually, not all the commonly used skill scores in meteorology fit comfortably
into the framework of (3.9). For example, Wilks (2006) shows that E for the
Peirce Skill Score (PSS) [which is called the Hanssen-Kuiper Skill Score (KSS) in


















Here PSS assumes that the (sample) probabilities are equal [i.e., P (x = 1) =
P (x̂ = 1) and P (x = 0) = P (x̂ = 0)]. In the original derivation of PSS (Peirce,
1884), the framework of (3.9) was not used.
PSS can be calculated simply as
PSS = H − F, (3.14)
while for HSS the useful formula for the 2 × 2 contingency table is
HSS =
2(ad − bc)
(a + c)(c + d) + (a + b)(b + d)
. (3.15)
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In addition to HSS and PSS, the meteorological community has derived other
scores and will probably deliver still others in the future. Useful lists with dis-
cussion can be found in, e.g., Wilks (2006) and Hogan et al. (2010). In recent
years, much of this research has considered verification of rare events (e.g., Ferro
and Stephenson, 2011). These new scores could be applicable for snow studies
in summer where the amount of snow is very low, and should be considered in
future studies continuing Paper I and Paper III. Note also that equitability is
just one of the properties for evaluating the verification measures in the process
often called metaverification (Murphy, 1996). These properties are discussed in,
e.g., Stephenson and Jolliffe (2003).
The general assumption for the measures presented above is that the data
consist of points that are independent and have no spatial or temporal correlation.
So, for grid data that break these assumptions, the simple measures presented
above may not be enough. Especially for precipitation forecasts, the methods of
taking into account the spatial and temporal displacement of precipitation are
in vogue (e.g., Zingerle and Nurmi, 2008; Gilleland et al., 2010). For our data,
these methods might be applicable to snow data in Paper I and Paper III.
However, snow is much more conservative in its movements, snow accumulates as
the winter progresses and the snow edge moves roughly from north to south or up
the mountain slopes. So it is rare that sizable separate regions of snow would be
classified in different locations by different algorithms and therefore such methods
were not used (but might be reconsidered in future studies). However, how to take
spatial and temporal correlation into account is discussed later in this chapter,
when the calculation of confidence intervals is discussed.
3.2 Measures used outside the meteorological commu-
nity
The task of evaluation is, of course, important also outside meteorology, and
similar problems have been discussed using different terminology. For example,
the contingency table in Table 3.2 is often called an error matrix (e.g., Stehman,
1997) or a confusion matrix (e.g., Ripley, 1996) in pattern recognition and in
remote sensing.
Stephenson and Jolliffe (2003) discuss the work in statistics, economics, en-
vironmental sciences, and medical studies [for medical studies, see also Pepe
(2003)]. A viewpoint from the remote-sensing perspective is given, for example,
by Stehman (1997), Congalton and Green (1998), and Liu et al. (2007). Inter-
estingly, in the commonly used textbooks of pattern recognition (Ripley, 1996;
Bishop, 2007; Hastie et al., 2009) only the error rate (1-PC) is used explicitly.
Only Duda et al. (2001) discuss some other measures in the context of signal
detection theory.
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Another example of an independent discovery is kappa (Cohen, 1960), which
is much used in psychometry and, for example, in the remote-sensing community
[being introduced there by Congalton et al. (1983)]. This measure is identical
to HSS. In addition, outside meteorology other definitions for E that would fit
in the framework of (3.9) are used. A very simple alternative (Bennett et al.,
1954; Foody, 1992) is E = 1/k, where k is the number of categories (k = 2 in
this thesis). This can be improved; for example, Scott (1955) suggested using the
average (sample) probabilities of x and x̂ in calculating E (this is known as Scott’s
π).
In meteorological literature, HSS has been criticized from time to time, es-
pecially for its dependence on s (e.g., Hogan et al., 2009) and if more than
two categories are used (Livezey, 2003). The use of kappa has also been crit-
icized (e.g., Brennan and Prediger, 1981; Zwick, 1988; Foody, 1992; Krippen-
dorff, 2003) because it gives better values if the marginal distributions differ, i.e.,
P (x = 1) 6= P (x̂ = 1) and P (x = 0) 6= P (x̂ = 0). Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff,
1970), based on Scott’s π, is one measure devised to address these shortcomings.
This problem is not much discussed in the meteorological community, perhaps
because even if kappa and HSS are mathematically identical, their use and inter-
pretation can be different. What are usually called accuracy and precision in the
physical sciences are often called validity and reliability in the social and behav-
ioral sciences. In the social sciences, kappa is often used for measuring the relia-
bility/precision of the agreement between different raters. This is different from
the use of HSS in meteorology, where it is used to measure the validity/accuracy
of forecasts. In measuring reliability, it is not prudent to penalize for the same
marginal distributions, but in measuring validity the fact that marginal distribu-
tions are equal is not enough2. Furthermore, both Scott’s π and Krippendorff’s α
give different results for different constant forecasts (like CSI above), and therefore
are not equitable and not useful as meteorological verification measures.
3.3 Quantifying uncertainty of measures
Having calculated some measures, for example, skill scores for two algorithms, the
next question is whether we can say that one of them is really better than the
other (or at least gets better scores). In other words, is the difference between
scores really meaningful or, even more specifically, is the difference between scores
different from zero.
However, there is more than one way to do this. There are two major
paradigms over the interpretation of probability, the frequentist and Bayesian
2Peirce (1884) writes “The second witness may know how often he ought to answer ‘yes’; but
I give him no credit for that, because he is ignorant when he ought to answer ‘yes.’ ” (original
emphasis)
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approaches. The frequentist approach is usually the “default”, the one that is
most often given in textbooks of statistics, but the Bayesian approach has gained
ground in many fields, and it may be the main paradigm in some fields [in pattern
recognition, see Bishop (2007), in other fields, see, e.g, Russell and Norvig (2010)
or Jeffrey (2004)]. An informal, succinct definition is that frequentists want to
know what happens if an experiment is repeated many times, while Bayesians
want to know what new information a new experiment will bring (D’Agostini,
2003). Hacking (2001) gives a clear introduction to these different interpreta-
tions. De Eĺıa and Laprise (2005) discuss them in the meteorological framework.
Still, almost all of the work in this thesis (except parts of Paper V) was
done under the frequentist approach. The aim was to determine whether the
conclusions are not merely random noise and for that purpose the frequentist
approach is sufficient. In this case, when confronted with a low p-value, it is
enough to conclude that the null hypothesis was wrong or something extraordinary
happened.
Confidence intervals (CIs) are perhaps a more intuitive way to assess un-
certainty than p-values [see Jolliffe (2007) in meteorology and Foody (2009) in
remote sensing]. The CI gives the interval within which the true value of the
parameter falls p% of time (Usually p is 95%, but this is just a convention and
other values can be used, though they would need more explaining). This is often
implied meaning “when the experiment is repeated over and over”, but it is not
necessary to repeat the same experiment, only to follow the method of construct-
ing the CI while the data sets and parameters vary over the time (Hacking, 2001;
Wasserman, 2003).




p̂(1 − p̂)/n, (3.16)
where zα/2 is a quantile of the standard Gaussian distribution. For a 95% CI,
zα/2 = 1.96. This is based on the normal approximation, and is accurate only if a
reasonable amount of data is available. Agresti and Coull (1998) suggest a more







[p̂(1 − p̂) + /n + z2α/2/4n]/n
)
/(1 + z2α/2/n). (3.17)
As expected, these methods give different results when the number of observations
is small, depending on p̂ (Figure 3.1 a), but the difference diminishes as n grows,
diminishing slower for the more extreme values of p̂.
Contrary to proportions, the distribution of HSS is not known, and there is
no analytical formula for CI. However, different approximations can be derived.














































Fleiss et al. 1969
Hogan et al. 2009
Bootstrap
Figure 3.1. Confidence intervals for fictive data by different methods for (a) propor-
tions and (b) HSS as a function of n.
shown here in the nomenclature of this thesis. Fleiss et al. (1969) give a much more
complex formula for an approximate large sample variance using the delta method
(e.g., Wasserman, 2003). The delta method is also used, for example, by Congalton
and Green (1998), but without acknowledging Fleiss et al. (1969). Hogan et al.
(2009) show another approximation with somewhat different assumptions. The
CI obtained with (3.18) is much narrower than that obtained with the other two
formulas, while the results from these two formulas are rather identical (Figure 3.1
b). Like (3.16), all three approximations give impossible values above unity for
small n.
Another way to construct the CI is to use resampling methods, for example,
bootstrap.
3.4 Bootstrap for quantifying uncertainty
The bootstrap is a resampling method, where the sample is resampled with re-
placement. A standard reference is Efron and Tibshirani (1994), which can be
supplemented, for instance, with Chernick (2007). An overview of meteorologi-
cal applications can be found in Wilks (2006). A practical example of how CIs




























































Figure 3.2. CI of the HSS for fictive data when a = 10, b = 3, c = 3, d = 10 (a) Boot-
strap samples. Note that the order of items is arbitrary. (b) the histogram
of samples and CI from quantiles of 2.5% and 92.5%.
user can employ a relative simple computational algorithm to solve problems that
would otherwise require quite advanced knowledge of mathematics and statistics.
Bootstrapping is compared to other methods in Figure 3.1, which shows that the
results are comparable to others. Especially interesting is Figure 3.1 b, where,
compared to two approximation methods discussed above, the bootstrap CI for
the HSS is the only method that does not give values exceeding unity for small
data sets. Of course, bootstrapping is computationally much more demanding
than any formulas, but often those formulas are not available.
In this thesis, bootstrapping was used for some extent in Paper I to construct
the CI and in Paper V to investigate whether synoptic situation between clusters
of fog cases was significantly different from each other, but the most extensive use
of bootstrapping was made in Paper II.
In Paper II, bootstrapping was used to calculate CIs under spatial and tem-
poral correlation between data points. Then simple bootstrap (as in Figure 3.2)
would give overly narrows CIs. The method of Hamill (1999) was used for spa-
tial correlation, while for temporal correlation, the moving-block bootstrap was
used. The method of Wilks (2006) was applied for determining the block length L.
Some parts would require more detailed study: Can we really separate the spatial
and temporal correlations and treat them individually? Moreover, the method
of Wilks (2006) is an empirical one for first-order autoregressive processes. This
assumption was accepted in Paper II, but in future studies this should be con-
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sidered more carefully along with other methods for calculating L (e.g, Lahiri,
2003).
Furthermore, in all papers, the percentile method, a very simple method
for constructing the CI from bootstrap samples, was used. Other methods are
presented in the literature, but the percentile method was deemed to be adequate
for our purposes. In future studies this should be assessed better.
3.5 A somewhat surprising source for validation
Especially in Papers I and III, and to some extent in Paper II, a recurrent
problem was the lack of independent observations. Paper IV suggests the use
of photos from Internet users — a somewhat surprising source — for validation
purposes. This was motivated by the dramatic increase in the social use of the
Internet that has occurred in the past few years. An obvious way to use social
networks is to engage stakeholders directly. This has been done to great effect
with Finnish storm spotters (Tuovinen et al., 2009), and the Internet helps to
make this feasible. A recent IGARSS conference (GRS-S Newsletter, 2010) had
a special session for this kind of work, under the heading “Community remote
sensing”. Other buzzwords for this kind of work include collective intelligence,
crowdsourcing, folksonomy, group intelligence, and social information processing.
However, it remains to be seen how many of these words are still in use ten years
from now.
The approach in Paper IV was different. The idea was to use data that
are available, but were not originally meant to be used for scientific purposes.
Therefore, there is a certain stalking aspect in this work. This approach provides
more data, but those data are of variable quality. Of course, the usefulness of
data is not only a function of quantity but also of interpretability. Metadata
for photos from Flickr, a widely used web service for sharing photos and videos,
were reasonably interpretable. Paper IV showed that they are also of reasonable
quality and their use for case studies can be warmly recommended. These photos,
especially with GPS-based location and temporal information, can readily be used
to find evidence of the existence of some event, which is often enough for case
studies. For more quantitative studies, the problem of finding also evidence of
non-existence of an event can be a problem. Of course, this could be avoided if
we use the photos themselves and not the tags from metadata, but this approach
is much more labor-intensive or needs advanced computer vision methods. An
interesting future research topic, perhaps?
It can be said that the jury is still out. It is possible that the amount of
freely available data will increase as the Internet grows, but it is equally possible
that access to most personal data will restricted in future, and thus will not be
available for independent researchers. Only time will tell.
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4 Analyzing differences between products
Paper I and Paper II used one of the data sets as the truth. This is feasible if
one of the data sets is deemed better than, or at least independent of, the others.
However, in Paper III no single snow product was independent as no product was
constructed using data not used by others (Figure 4.1) and nor could any of the
data sources be used as the ground truth. It was then necessary to conclude that
none of the data sets represents the truth and that only consistency or agreement
between products can be assessed.
One way forward is to consider the verification measure as the distance from
a data point (a product, a forecast, etc.) to the ground truth. And if the inde-
pendent truth is not available, as in Paper III, it is still possible to measure the
distances between data points and to collect these distances into a “similarity ma-
trix”. All the information is in this similarity matrix, but visualizing the matrix
would be useful. For this purpose, this chapter explores the Sammon mapping,
a multidimensional scaling (MDS) method. Related to MDS is clustering, where
similar data points are divided into groups or clusters. Clustering was used in
Paper III and Paper V. For both Sammon mapping and clustering, data from
Paper II are used as an example.
4.1 Visualizing with multidimensional scaling
MDS methods (e.g., Ripley, 1996; Duda et al., 2001; Venables and Ripley, 2002;
Borg and Groenen, 2005) can be used to visualize high-dimensional data in two
dimensions, so that the original distances are more or less retained in the new
dimensions.
The distances between all data points are required for MDS. Technically, these
do not have to be real distances, only mathematically less strict dissimilarities,
Figure 4.1. Data sources (red) and final products (blue) in Paper III.
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nonnegative symmetric numbers. Many verification measures, such as PC, CSI
and HSS, if subtracted from unity, can be used as dissimilarities. For example,
1-HSS was used as the dissimilarity in Paper III. However, other measures, such
as PSS, H, F and FAR, do not give the same values if forecasts and observations
change places in Table 3.2 and cannot be used. Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990)
and Borg and Groenen (2005) discuss distances and dissimilarities in more detail.
This thesis has considered only categorical verification measures, but continuous
measures could also be used in future studies.
MDS has been seldom used in meteorological literature. A more familiar
method is principal component analysis (PCA) (e.g., Jolliffe, 2002), which is some-
times used to reduce the dimensionality of data or to compress the data (Huang
and Antonelli, 2001) and reduce the noise (Antonelli et al., 2004). However, MDS
and PCA are closely related. For example, principal coordinates analysis (PCO),
the simplest MDS, gives results identical to those of PCA if the Euclidean dis-
tance is used. However, PCO is more general and not restricted to the Euclidean
distance. The results of PCO can still be improved by minimizing a cost or stress
function. For Sammon’s non-linear mapping (Sammon, 1969), or Sammon map-










where dij is the original dissimilarity and δij the new distance between data points.
Other possible stress functions are discussed in Ripley (1996), Duda et al. (2001),
and Borg and Groenen (2005).
In addition to Paper III, where different snow analyses were compared, we
could have used Sammon mapping to assess cloudmasks in Paper II (Figure 4.2).
The relative position of cloudmasks in Sammon mapping is more easily interpreted
in August than in February. In February, NWCSAF/MSG is nearer to ceilometers,
while the other two schemes are much further and seem to disagree with others.
On the other hand, in August, masks based on SEVIRI [i.e., NWCSAF/MSG
and Meteorological Products Extraction Facility (MPEF)] are close to each other,
which is understandable as they are based on the same instrument. Between
SEVIRI-based instruments and ceilometers, there is the AVHRR-based mask from
the NWCSAF/Polar Platform System (PPS), which received better scores than
SEVIRI-based masks when compared to ceilometers. Still, all satellite-based prod-
ucts are nearer to each other than to ceilometers; that is, scores between satellite
products are higher than scores between ceilometers and satellites. This may in-
dicate that satellite cloud-masks and ceilometer detect clouds in two distinctive
ways. An interesting question is how much of this difference stems from the in-
ability of ceilometers to detect high clouds. Had we got access to cloud-type and
cloud-top-height information from NWCSAF/MSG and MPEF, we could have as-
sessed this. Unfortunately, the archiving of products is not at the level one would
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Figure 4.2. Sammon mapping of relations of different data sources from Paper II in
(a) February (b) August.
like it to be. Reprocessing of MODIS products provided by NASA is ongoing
work, but has not been performed by EUMETSAT’s SAF framework. Hopefully,
this will change in the not-too-distant future. (Reprocessing of old data, when new
algorithms become available, would be also useful for the work of Paper I and
Paper III.)
MDS is not perfect, however. For one, the CIs can be difficult to compute.
This is discussed by, for example, Meulman and Heiser (1983) and Kiers and
Groenen (2006), but apparently their ideas have not attracted much attention.
For example, it seems that no widely-used standard implementations are available
for their methods. In addition, MDS does not give us much indication as to where
we should try to find the truth, or at least the best solution.
For future studies, it would useful once more to reconsider the purpose of
MDS. Are we assessing the accuracy or just comparing different items, and if so,
are we working in the reliability/precision framework and should we then take the
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critique of kappa seriously? However, at least for our example in Figure 4.2, use
of Scott’s π or Krippendorff’s α makes no visible difference (not shown).
In Paper III, and in Figure 4.2, MDS was used for a quite restricted number
of data points, when it is easy to find a good solution that converges to near zero
stress. Sammon mapping becomes impractical when the number of data points
is large. The complexity of calculation is O(n2) [see, e.g., Duda et al. (2001) for
the notation], so the memory and time needs grow fast1. Different methods are
therefore necessary when the number of data points becomes much larger.
4.2 Finding groupings with clustering
Often we want to know if the data can be divided into groupings or clusters.
MDS can be used to visually assess the clusters, but quantitative methods of
clustering should be used in order to find these clusters explicitly. These methods
are discussed, for example, by Ripley (1996), Wilks (2006), Bishop (2007) and
Hastie et al. (2009).
Clustering was performed on a small scale in Paper III, where the data set
was divided into two using the simple k-means algorithm, and on a larger scale
in Paper V, where Autoclass, an unsupervised Bayesian classification system
(Cheeseman and Stutz, 1996), was used to obtain insight into different fog situa-
tions. Clustering was also considered for Paper I, but in the end, the results were
largely determined by latitude and land use, so no new insights were obtained by
tentative cluster analysis.
While Sammon mapping is a simple mapping from a high-dimensional coor-
dinate system to a lower-dimensional one, advanced methods for clustering, such
as Autoclass, explicitly model the data. In most clustering, the task is to find
discrete latent variables (the clusters). In PCA and independent component anal-
ysis (ICA) (Hyvärinen et al., 2001), these latent variables are continuous (Bishop,
2007).
MDS and clustering are closely related, as both strive to answer similar ques-
tions about the interesting features of data. On a practical level, the same dissim-
ilarity matrix constructed for MDS can often be used as input for clustering. For
example, in Figure 4.3, dendrograms are constructed from the similarity matrixes
of Figure 4.2. Conclusions similar to those for Figure 4.2 can be drawn, but the
more divergent conditions in February are not as evident in Figure 4.3 (a). In
fact, dendrograms can be considered as a one-dimensional display of similarity
1On a typical desktop PC, a few thousand points is manageable, but more than ten thousand
points is not feasible. And more informally speaking, it seems that if there are more than about
1000 data points, it can be hard for Sammon mapping to improve on the starting point calculated
by PSO. However, this can depend on the implementation of the algorithm. Here, as in Paper
































































































Figure 4.3. A hierarchical clustering based on the similarity matrix of Figure 4.2 for
(a) February and (b) August. The complete-linkage method (e.g., Ripley,
1996) was used.
(Ripley, 1996), but two dimensions are required in order to get a better look at
the data here.
One open question is whether the clusters represent real physical phenomena
or are just useful tools for making sense of complicated data. For the former,
we would continue to search for more sophisticated, and perhaps computationally
more expensive, algorithms; while for the latter, we might be content with simpler,
computationally less demanding algorithms (such as k-means). This was briefly
discussed in Paper V, and would be an important part of further studies.
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5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the main results are reiterated and possible future directions are
outlined.
5.1 Main results
Different algorithms for satellite products generate different results; sometimes the
differences are subtle, some times all too visible. In addition to differences between
algorithms, the satellite products are influenced by physical and meteorological
processes and conditions, such as diurnal and seasonal variation in solar radiation
(especially in Paper II and Paper III), topography (Paper III), and land use
(Paper I).
In Papers I and II, bootstrapping, a statistical resampling method, was used
to construct confidence intervals that can be used to assess the uncertainty in the
evaluation results. Especially in the presence of spatial and temporal correlation,
bootstrapping provides a useful tool for constructing the confidence intervals.
However, sometimes no ground truth is available for evaluation. In Paper III, the
Sammon mapping, a multidimensional scaling method, was then used to visualize
the differences between different products.
Paper IV discussed how data provided by general public can be used as an
interesting new source for validation. In general, the needs of a particular research
project drive the requirements, for example, for the accuracy and the timeliness
of the particular data and methods.
The results of Paper V suggest that a combination of the subjective analysis
and a clustering algorithm (e.g., the AutoClass system) could be used to construct
climatological guidelines for forecasters.
5.2 Future directions
In this thesis, we have tried to assess how the different conditions influence the
results mainly by dividing the data into small segments and calculating the con-
fidence interval from bootstrap samples. But, for example, in Paper II, the fact
that lidars could not see high clouds may be too complicated to be assessed in
this way. It might be interesting to construct statistical models that describe the
contingency table so that it would be easier to take other, extra parameters into
account. This is the way forward suggested, for example, by Agresti (2007), who
frowns upon the use of summary indexes such as HSS, and encourages the use
of statistical models that describe the structure of agreement and disagreement.
(Here again we should consider the suitability of these methods for the assess-
ment of accuracy.) Possible approaches might be Bayesian nets (e.g., Wasserman,
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2003; Bishop, 2007) and hierarchical modelling (e.g., Wasserman, 2003; Gelman
and Hill, 2007) of loglinear models (e.g., Wasserman, 2003; Agresti, 2007). The
Bayesian framework for these approaches and for verification in general would be
interesting. Evaluation with Bayesian methodology is discussed in Broemeling
(2009), with many examples from medical studies. In addition, our problem of
no ground truth has been discussed in medical studies as the absence of “a gold
standard” (e.g., Pepe, 2003; Rutjes et al., 2007) and might merit a closer look if
this part of thesis is pursued further.
Finally, another obvious possibility for future studies is to continue the work
started in Paper V, which considered the occurrences of fog at airports as in-
dependent points in time, disconnected from their spatial and temporal extent
and evolution. How different statistical methods, such as clustering, can help
forecasters or scientists to understand the different weather phenomena remains
an interesting problem. In addition, lately the amount of manual observations
of professional observers has decreased as human observations are being replaced
by automatic observations. Automatic in-situ observations complemented with
remote-sensed observations open up new possibilities, but what kind of subtle
atmospheric phenomena, only observable by humans at least now and for coming
decades, would then be lost? Digitizing of old observation records might help us
to find some hidden gems.
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